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Ellen Noelle O’Hara was born on June 13, 1985 in Burley, Cassia, Idaho to
Dennis and Donna Bronwyn Usinger O’Hara, the fifth child in a family of seven children.
She was the third child in the family with hearing loss. The family had a genetic
predisposition for deafness, through the
Branchio-Oto-Renal syndrome gene. The
B-O-R gene has a 50% chance of being
passed on to the next generation from an
individual who has the syndrome. Dennis
has the syndrome and the accompanying
deafness that goes with it. Other possible
manifestations of this syndrome are the
presence of neck and ear pits/cysts,
malformations of the inner ear, and
affected kidneys.
The family moved to Idaho in
1984 so their oldest child, Molly, could
attend the Idaho State School for the Deaf
(ISSD) located in Gooding, Idaho. This
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major decision came as an aftermath of

Molly having been in a mainstreamed public school setting in Delaware for 3 years. The
public school there did not provide interpreter support because, at the time, Molly didn’t
know sign language. The O’Haras decided to return to Burley where they had lived from
1978- to 1980 and send Molly to the deaf residential school. The family believed that
sign language would serve her better in school than relying on her oral/aural skills alone.
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It was about this time that Ellen was born. After discovering Ellen’s hearing loss, the
family requested a Parent-Infant-Program (PIP) parent advisor who had signing skills to
come into their home and begin working with Ellen and her family to learn sign
language. The PIP director at ISSD told the family they didn’t have any parent advisors
who knew sign language. Bronwyn was shocked that the deaf school had no one to send
into the home who could sign. After
all, PIP advisors are the first interface
with families as parents begin
understanding the needs of their deaf
infant/toddler. The O’Haras were
willing to work with whomever ISSD
sent out. Mary Dunn was sent and
worked with the family for about a
year and a half. Mary later became
ISSD superintendent.
In 1987, just as Ellen was
turning two, she and her family
moved to Provo, Utah. There were
two reasons for the move. Dennis was
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accepted into graduate school at
Brigham Young University (BYU) where he pursued and received a Masters of Science
degree in mechanical engineering. The family had also heard about a ‘deaf church’ where
sign language was used and Deaf people gathered. This motivated the family to move so
their family could have exposure to a signing environment and their three Deaf children
could have Deaf adult role models.
At the time there was a branch of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
serving Deaf members in the areas surrounding Provo. The Deaf community warmly
welcomed the O‘Hara family into their friendship circles. Through the Deaf branch
members the family learned sign language and about Deaf culture. It was from this
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beginning that Bronwyn became a strong advocate for Deaf education reform. Ellen was
still young enough to be in the Parent-Infant-Program. When Bronwyn requested a PIP
advisor who had sign skills from the Utah Schools for the Deaf and the Blind (USDB),
again she was told the school had none. The PIP advisor that was sent into the O’Hara
home, Dixie Welch, was supportive of the family learning sign language even though she
grilled Bronwyn on whether it was wise to sign with Ellen. Bewildered at the strange fact
that the deaf school had no signing PIP advisors, Bronwyn began asking the deaf church
community members about Deaf education issues.
Bronwyn’s educational mentor was a well-known Deaf woman, Minnie Mae
Wilding Diaz. Minnie Mae (MM) is a third-generation Deaf woman from Gooding,
Idaho, who was living in the Provo area at the time. It was under Minnie Mae’s tutelage
that Bronwyn developed her
understanding of what children with
hearing loss need. They need
language and the only legitimate
visual language is American Sign
Language. All of the signing
systems that were used at USDB, be
it Signing Exact English (SEE),
Conceptually Accurate Signed
English (CASE), or Pidgin Signed
English (PSE), were invented to
show English on the hands. In fact,
these sign systems were used across
the nation with Deaf children.
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However, studies were beginning to show that these systems were not perceived by the
brain as language and were not processed as such. The general practice in the USDB
classrooms of speaking and signing at the same time (Total Communication) was also
detrimental to learning. Total Communication was also used nationwide. Minnie Mae
taught Bronwyn that trying to impart two separate languages at the same time was
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impossible and couldn’t be done with accurate precision. One or the other language (be it
spoken or signed) would become garbled and corrupted while the other language would
become dominant.
It was through this interaction with Deaf individuals and reading studies and
research that Bronwyn became particularly supportive of the ASL/English Bilingual
philosophy towards educating the deaf.
At age three, Ellen attended the USDB satellite program at Scera Park public
school in Orem, Utah. She began in the oral/aural classroom at the persuasive insistence
of Steven Noyce, the program director for children
with hearing loss who lived outside of the Salt
Lake City and Ogden areas. He said that ‘Ellen
had a lot of hearing and would do well.’ Ellen had
moderate-to-severe hearing loss in both ears and it
didn’t make sense to the family to put her in the
oral/aural program. But the teachers echoed
Noyce’s sentiments and the family complied. This
placement lasted one year. The family was fed up
with the fact that Ellen was denied signing in that
placement. She was also forced to endure much
academic time being wasted on getting classmates
to say words correctly. After Bronwyn had quite a
confrontation with Noyce, Ellen was moved over
to the Total Communication program, also housed
Ellen as a chicken for her USD
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at Scera Park.
Bronwyn was not impressed with the Total

Communication (TC) program either. Through Minnie Mae, Bronwyn found out that TC
used spoken English while signing Signing Exact English (SEE). SEE was not a
language. One of its premises was setting up one sign for one English word, regardless of
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the meaning of the word. For example, take the sign ‘run’ as in someone physically
running. ‘The boy will run home.’ This sign makes sense. But then you switch to another
meaning “The man will run for town Mayor.“ Or another meaning is used, “My nose
will run if I’m near cats.” In each case the sign used was of someone physically running.
The children in class would become confused since the sign did not convey the correct
meaning of the word in each situation. Bronwyn found this unacceptable for Ellen. How
could her daughter learn English that way?
As a last effort to advocate for Ellen’s educational rights, Bronwyn met with a
lawyer at the Legal Center for the Handicapped in Salt Lake City. She asked the lawyer if
he’d help her sue USDB. Bronwyn wanted to make USDB provide language for Ellen in
her classroom. What was being signed in the
TC classroom was not language and she felt
this put Ellen at an educational disadvantage
to be without language in the classroom. Her
hearing peers in the public schools were
taught via a language. Ellen should have the
same access to language as her hearing peers
did. In this case, it would be a language
uniquely matched to her hearing loss. The
lawyer explained he only handled
discrimination in the work place and it would
be hard to sue a school on a language issue. It
had never been done.
At the time it was intimidating for
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parents to go against the school system.
There seemed no legal support for the O’Haras’

cause and no money to pursue it. It was during this critical time that Ellen’s mom realized
it would take a while for USDB to get the right personnel and curriculum for an ASLfriendly program. She knew her daughter couldn’t wait. Her educational years were
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quickly passing on. Bronwyn asked members of the Provo and Salt Lake City Deaf
communities where was the best deaf education program. She was told the California
School for the Deaf-Fremont (CSDF). Bronwyn promptly registered Ellen for 2nd and 3rd
grade. Ellen said the educational opportunity at CSDF was a ‘turning-point’ in her life.
Her ‘eyes were opened’ and she realized she was smart and capable with untapped
potential inside of her. However, two
years was all Ellen’s family could
manage. She was brought back to
USD for 4th grade. The next one and a
half years were very frustrating for
the family since nothing had changed
at USDB. Ellen’s family couldn’t
afford to move to California so Ellen
could continue at CSDF so again
Bronwyn asked the Deaf community
which school was the second best.
The family was looking for a school
that already had a BilingualBicultural philosophy functioning.
They could not wait for Utah to
‘catch up’ with the advances in Deaf
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Education. They wanted Ellen to have
the education, language models, and peer interactions that she deserved. It turned out that
the Indiana School for the Deaf (ISD) in Indianapolis, Indiana met all their educational
criteria. They moved to Indiana in February 1995 while Ellen was in 5th grade. This
school gave Ellen an opportunity to fully develop her academic and leadership skills. She
graduated from ISD in 2003 (Bronwyn O’Hara, personal communication, May
2014/October 2016).
Ellen was accepted at Brigham Young University (BYU) in the summer of 2003.
That summer before college started, Ellen participated in the UAD pageant and was
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crowned Miss Deaf Utah. She held that title for two years. She attended BYU for that
year and then transferred to Utah State University (USU) to launch into their Deaf
Education degree. She received her Master of
Education degree in Communicative Disorders
and Deaf Education in May 2009.
She immediately got a job at the Jean
Massieu School for the Deaf (JMS) teaching
fourth grade. By then JMS was under the Utah
Schools for the Deaf and the Blind. JMS
provided an ASL/English program for children
with hearing loss. After the first year, Ellen
was switched to first grade where she could set
the incoming children on a higher standard of
achievement and expectations. She taught the
children how to pay attention to the teacher, to

Ellen graduates from Utah State
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understand deaf manners, and how to learn
abstracts. Ellen provided them something they
were not getting at home: language, behavior
modeling, and academic expectations.
During 2011, Ellen met Levi Hanna online.
They married in June of that year. Levi didn’t
know sign language and was working hard to
learn. Ellen was a patient teacher. However, their
marriage ended in March 2016 due to
irreconcilable differences related to having
children and being an active member in church.

Rebecca Davenport, former Miss Deaf
Utah, 2001, crowns Ellen, new Miss
Deaf Utah, 2003
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At the end of the 2015-2016 school year, Ellen was encouraged to apply for the
newly created position of vice principal for JMS for the next school year. She won the
appointment in June 2016. She was also moved into the ASL Specialist spot at JMS. She
had just attended an
ASL conference in
Kansas in that same
month of June. The
Conference gave Ellen
many ideas for adjusting
the school curriculum to
more accurately teach
ASL. Ellen was so
excited about her new
positions. She was eager

Ellen and Bronwyn at Ellen's USU graduation, 2009

to get to work. She saw
her new roles as making it possible to advocate for better education for Deaf children,
parent involvement, and Deaf rights (Ellen O’Hara, Obituary, July 2016). In these goals
Ellen was similar to her mother. She wanted to
continue educational reform and carry on her
mother’s legacy.
Ellen was also an active Deaf community
leader. She brought her leadership skills into her
many volunteer activities. She participated in the
functions of the Miss Deaf Utah Ambassador
Program and Utah Association of the Deaf.
Regarding her involvement as Miss Deaf Utah in
2003, Andrea Garff Anderson, former director of
Ellen

the Miss Deaf Utah Ambassador Program, shared
“[Ellen] has inspired me and many others during

her time with our organization, Miss Deaf Utah Ambassador Program (MDUAP). I
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remembered when she won the title of Miss Deaf Utah 2003. I thought to myself ‘here is
a future leader for the deaf community. Here she was
inspiring others to do better and to not give up their
dreams” (Andrea Garff Anderson, personal
communication, July 4, 2016).
Ellen served as secretary for the Utah
Association of the Deaf (UAD) for two years. She
made monthly vlogs of the UAD message and put
them on You Tube for easy access to information.
She also served as the coordinator for the UAD
Conference in 2013 and 2015. She was not afraid of
being in front of a video camera. According to her
obituary, Ellen constantly inspired and encouraged
those around her by her example. Though inwardly
shy, she made friends easily. She was known to be
silly and quirky, while gracefully connecting with
people from a variety of backgrounds (Ellen O’Hara
Obituary, July 2016). She would buy products from

Ellen at the Miss Deaf America
pageant in Kansas City,
Missouri, 2004

her Deaf friends who were in business for
themselves as Mary Kay Cosmetic consultants,
doTERRA essential oils distributors, and
eyelash enhancing beauticians. She would hire
Deaf plumbers, electricians, and other
tradesmen where she could. She did what she
could to promote Deaf restaurateurs and other
Deaf entrepreneurs. In fact, the morning of her
fatal accident, she had been volunteering at the
Ellen

window of the Deaf-owned Mozzeria traveling

pizza truck taking orders. She had an endearing habit of wearing T-shirts that proclaimed,
loud and clear, her love of ASL and her Deaf-orientation. She was a living example of
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Deaf pride.
Ellen was an active member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
and regularly shared her love of the Lord by both example and teaching (Ellen O’Hara
Obituary, July 2016). Her
church life was very important
to her and she was not afraid
to let the world know that
Jesus Christ was her best
friend. Besides local callings
in her ward, she served as an
institute teacher, a temple
worker in the Salt Lake
Temple, signed seminary
videos for the Church

Ellen, 2009

Education System (CES),
signed songs, talks, and prayers for Women’s Conference and General Conference. It’s
impossible to write down all the good things that Ellen did.
Ellen tragically lost her life in a car accident on July 1, 2016. A white pickup
truck traveling in the lane just to her left hit her
driver’s door as she attempted to make a U-turn
from the extreme right-hand lane on Redwood
Rd in West Jordan, Utah. There was no time for
the driver of the truck to stop or swerve. Ellen
turned right into her path. Ellen was killed
instantly and did not suffer.
Ellen’s sudden death was a thunderous
shock to the Deaf community. She was a young
woman, full of life. Everyone who knew her
Ellen
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loved her. Her future was bright. As an advocate, Ellen was so enthusiastic! Though her
time on earth was short, her impact will continue reverberating throughout the
community.
After Ellen‘s death, Andrea Garff Anderson posted a comment on Ellen’s
Facebook profile, saying, “We’ve lost our AMBASSADOR but Heaven got their
QUEEN back. She is probably giving tons of hugs to the angels, her family, and her best
friend, Jesus Christ” (Andrea Garff Anderson, personal communication, July 4, 2016).
Ellen’s friend, Elise Ellsworth Horman, remembers her as a strong, determined,
sweet, loving, and faith-filled woman – a rare combination in today’s world (Elise
Ellsworth Horman, personal
communication, July 3, 2016).
Another friend, Lisa Dopf,
recollected, “The Utah Deaf
community has been blindsided and grieves the loss of
you [Ellen]….strong, kindhearted, vivacious in every
sense of the word, feisty,
spunky, lover of life, an
Ellen, 2009

example, a believer, and a
friend. Your love and zeal for

Deaf education and rights…we will miss that and remember” (Lisa Dopf, personal
communication, July 2, 2016).
Ellen’s memorial service was held at the Sanderson Community Center of the
Deaf and Hard of Hearing on July 9, 2016, in Taylorville, Utah. There were about 400
people in attendance that came to express their love for her. Through the efforts of
Ellen’s friend, D. Lance Pickett, the services were viewable through the Internet site,
http://ellenohara.wixsite.com. In that way about 100 more people, unable to come in
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person, were able to be part of the community mourning.
Ellen had made a significant impact on the Deaf community through selfless
contributions of time and service. Her actions deserve recognition and appreciation. To
paraphrase the comment of her friend, Stephen Peterson, ‘Ellen was one person speaking
out for change. But she was only
one. Now that she is gone, we can
all become more outspoken and
proactive. More of us can take up
where she left off and do as she
did. We can carry on her cause’
(Stephen Peterson, personal
communication to Emily O’Hara
Bergeson, July 1, 2016).
That’s one way she will
not be forgotten.

Ellen O’Hara
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